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Abstract. Small languages are gaining popularity in the software engi-
neering community. The development of MOF and EMF has given the
Domain Specific Language community a tremendous boost. In this tu-
torial the basic aspects of model driven engineering in combination with
Domain Specific Languages will be discussed. The focus is on textual
Domain Specific Languages developed using the language invention pat-
tern. The notion of abstract syntax will be linked to metamodels as well
as the definition of concrete syntax. Defining static and dynamic seman-
tics will be discussed. A small but non trivial Domain Specific Language
SLCO will be used to illustrate our ideas.

1 Introduction

Our society has become completely dependent on software. We do our bank
transactions via the internet, we book our holiday trips, order books, etc. on line,
and we submit our tax forms electronically. Medical information is exchanged
electronically between doctors. Software is no longer running only on “traditional
computers”, but is incorporated into products that we use in daily life like mobile
phones, personal organizers, game computers, personal care equipment, and even
cars. A modern car contains about 10 million lines of code; a wafer stepper is
run by over 30 million lines of code. Apart from this code explosion, people put
more trust in software. In fact, we have become software dependent, all modern
devices are software based.

The software engineering community is facing two main challenges; how to
produce and maintain this huge amount of software written in a broad variety
of (programming) languages and how to guarantee the correctness of the result-
ing software. Increasing the level of abstraction seems to be a logical solution.
This is in line with the development of programming languages over time, see
Section 1.1. In the last decade (graphical) models have become popular when
developing software and new formalisms such as the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) have been defined, see Section 1.2. These new formalisms have created
a new field within software engineering: model driven (software) engineering
(MDSE) which may be a solution but it may also be the next “no silver bullet”
[24]. The use of high level models offers also the possibility to perform model
analysis and verification of properties. This is beneficial for any sort of systems
but is crucial for safety critical systems.
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1.1 From Low Level to High Level Programming Languages

In the middle of the previous century, computers where introduced to perform
calculations for ballistic missiles. Soon after this, the first commercial software
applications were developed [27]. In 1951, Grace Hopper wrote the first compiler,
A-0, see [94]. She was also involved in the development of the first compiler-
based programming languages, including ARITH-MATIC, MATH-MATIC and
FLOW-MATIC. A compiler is a program that transforms high-level statements
in a programming language into low-level computer instructions. Since the pro-
grammer is working at a higher level of abstraction, more can be expressed
in fewer lines of code. Programming has evolved enormously since then. The
development can be characterized by indeed making programming easier, by
introducing, for instance, high-level language constructs, and by increasing the
level of abstraction, by introducing procedures and classes. The introduction
of high-level control flow constructs, such as, conditionals, loops and exceptions
(which replace low-level constructs like GOTOs, see [31]) has improved the qual-
ity of the software. Increasing the level of abstraction does not only lead to an
improvement in productivity but also to better quality of the code.

Models raise programming to the next level of abstraction. They are in general
used to design both hardware and software. Often the models are manually
translated into other more detailed design documents and/or code. However,
that route offers no guarantee for consistency between model, design and the
resulting code and should be improved.

1.2 From Informal to Formal Modeling

Models have become important when designing software. People used to make
informal drawings of the (structure of the) software when designing software.
However, these informal drawings are not machine processable, and have to be
converted into (source) code manually. One can observe more than once that
developers take pictures of the black board to recreate the models in Visio or
some other modeling tool. These informal models lack any form of semantics, or
the semantics is only in the head of the designer.

Apart from these informal drawings, others advocate the use of formal meth-
ods as much as possible to describe the (behaviour of) software systems. The
advantages of formal methods are their rigorousness and software developed us-
ing these methods is usually free of errors. They have well defined semantics
and can be automatically processed. A number of formal methods allow the in-
terpretation of the models, or even generation of executable code. However, the
learning curve of formal methods is steep, whereas the learning curve for drawing
diagrams on the black board is very low.

1.3 From UML to MOF

Quite a number of modeling languages have been developed over the years, each
dealing with different aspects of software (development). Some of these modeling
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languages are data oriented, e.g., E/R models; some are structure oriented, e.g.,
class diagrams; some behaviour oriented, e.g., use cases, state machines, sequence
diagrams, activity diagrams, and others are architecture oriented, e.g., package
diagrams, component diagrams.

The Object Management Group (OMG) took the initiative of unifying a num-
ber of these diagrams, among others class diagrams, state machine diagrams, se-
quence diagrams, into UML1.x [65]. This was done by James Rumbaugh, Grady
Booch and Ivar Jacobson (the Three Amigos) [76]. UML combines Rumbaugh’s
Object-Modeling Technique (OMT), for Object-Oriented Analysis (OOA), and
Booch method, for Object-Oriented Design (OOD), with the work of Jacobson,
the Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) method.

UML, via the UML profiles, offers an extensibility mechanism that can be
used to develop domain specific modeling languages [81]. The lecture on “MDE
Basics with a UML Focus” by Bran Selic discussed this approach in more detail.
The development of UML has also lead to the creation of the Meta Object
Facility (MOF) [46], also by OMG. MOF is used to define the various modeling
formalisms of UML in a uniform way. The Meta Object Facility has a four-layered
architecture:

M3. The Meta-Meta-Model Layer contains the MOF language, which is
used to describe the structure of metadata (and, also, of MOF itself). It
provides a meta-metamodel at the top layer.

M2. The Meta-Model Layer contains definitions for the structure of meta-
data. The M3-model is used to build metamodels on level M2. The most
prominent example is the UML metamodel, the model that describes the
UML itself.

M1. The Model Layer contains definitions of data in the information layer.
The metamodels of level M2 describe the structure of elements of the M1-
layer, for example, models written in UML.

M0. The Model Layer contains objects or data in the information layer.

MOF is an alternative for developing domain specific (modeling) languages.
Although MOF is the official standard, there are only a few implementations
[78], the most popular of which is the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)
[25,83]. EMF has become very popular for developing Domain Specific Lan-
guages (DSLs). An entire range of Eclipse plugins have been developed to deal
with the various aspects of DSL development. In this tutorial, we address the
design of DSLs, and EMF among others is used as the main implementation
medium, although the presentation will be as tool independent as possible.

1.4 Outline of Tutorial

The tutorial uses a small but non-trivial language called “Simple Language of
Communicating Objects” (SLCO) as a running example. All aspects of designing
and implementing a DSL will be demonstrated using this language. In Section 2,
background information on DSLs in general is given. This section gives some
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definitions of DSLs and a rough classification of DSLs. In Section 3, the notions
of abstract syntax and metamodels are introduced. Section 4 describes the static
and dynamics of a DSL. We provide some background information on static
semantics and what we understand by it. The second half of this section is
devoted to the formalization of the dynamic semantics. Section 5 presents ways
of defining the concrete syntax of a DSL. The focus in this section is mainly on
the context-free syntax and less on the lexical part. We conclude this tutorial,
Section 6, by discussing the way we use SLCO in our research. We will also sketch
a number of research directions for the DSL community.

2 Domain Specific Languages

It is hard to give a very precise definition of Domain Specific Languages or little
languages [29]. In general, a language is a symbolic system for communication.
More formally, a language is a collection of sentences or expressions, constructed
according to certain grammatical rules, where the language elements refer to
real-world entities. In this sense, a DSL is a formal, processable language tar-
geting a specific aspect of an information-processing system or task, for instance
building user interfaces, performing database queries, building web pages, ex-
changing data, generating scanners and parsers. There is no requirement that a
DSL should be Turing complete, in contrast to a general purpose language. Its
semantics, flexibility and notation are designed to support working with these
aspects as efficiently as possible. Yet another definition of DSLs can be found in
the annotated bibliography [30]: “A language that offers, through appropriate
notations and abstractions, expressive power focused on, and usually restricted
to, a particular problem domain”.

2.1 Forms of Domain Specific Languages

Given these definitions we know DSLs are not general purpose languages but
rather languages used to address problems in a restricted domain. The next
question is what do DSLs look like? Mernik et.al. [62] give a detailed description
of the various domain specific design patterns. The classification given in this
tutorial is from a user perspective instead of a developer perspective. DSLs differ
a lot in their external appearance. It all depends on which viewpoint is taken.

In a number of cases, (built-in) libraries that come with an integrated devel-
opment environment or a programming language, such as the Swing library of
Java, can be considered as a DSL. It contains the vocabulary of concepts that
are needed to deal with specific tasks. The programs written to solve these tasks
use these libraries. Adapting the DSL reduces to changing the libraries.

Another approaches is to embed a DSL in an existing language. Hagl [93] is
an example of such an embedding in Haskell [49]. This way of developing DSLs
is very efficient. The embedded language has the flavour of the host language
and reuses the underlying parser and type system, at least in case of Haskell.
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The difference with the first approach, the library approach, is not very obvious
from a user perspective. Both approach can be considered as internal DSLs.

Yet another way is to add extensions to existing languages to increase the ex-
pressive power of the language. This can be considered as a partly external DSL.
TOM [63] is an example of such a domain specific extension, that adds a pattern
matching facility to the host language. The language constructs of the “exten-
sion” are translated to the host language Java in case of TOM. Such extensions
involve quite a large implementation effort. The grammar of the host language
has to be extended and in many cases a separate static analysis phase has to be
developed along with finally a translator. The benefit is added expressive power,
combined with the general utility of Java.

The last category are DSLs which are not built on top of, or embedded in,
an existing general purpose language, but are independent DSLs. This can be
considered as a fully external DSL. In Mernik et.al. [62], these are called language
invention. This type of DSL is the main focus of this tutorial. The design effort
for this type of language is comparable to that for other forms of DSLs, see
Section 2.3, but the implementation effort is bigger due to the fact that the
language has to be built from scratch.

2.2 Effectiveness of Domain Specific Languages

Before continuing, it is important to summarize the advantages and drawbacks
of DSLs, independent of their category. The effort to design, implement, and
maintain a DSL is huge, even given the fact that they are “little”. Designing a
good DSL involves not only writing a syntax definition, but also the definition
of a proper semantics, tooling and eventually methodology and documentation.
The gain in investing this effort must exceed the costs. Note, however, that not
using a DSL also has its costs, especially in the longer run.

First, we enumerate the drawbacks of DSLs.

– The cost of a DSL implementation and the training of its users may be high.
– It may be difficult to identify the right scope of domain specific concepts and

to find a good balance between these concepts and general-purpose language
constructs. In other words: is the resulting language usable and effective?

– Domain specific languages offer solutions for a limited set of problems. They
are not generally applicable. In a few cases, a DSL evolves into a general
purpose language.

In contrast to these drawbacks, a number of obvious advantages can be identified.

– The possibility of expressing the solution in terms of domain concepts. This
may lead to higher productivity when developing software. Furthermore, the
models developed may offer the opportunity of use in a different setting, for
documentation purposes or verification purposes.

– Besides the gain in productivity, the reliability, maintainability, and porta-
bility may increase. Or, to put it differently, not using a DSL may lead to
software that is hard or impossible to maintain and port.
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– A DSL captures domain knowledge and thus leads to concise and in many
cases self-documenting specifications.

It is up to the reader to decide whether a DSL is an appropriate solution to his
or her problem.

2.3 Identification of Domain Concepts

As with software development in general [12,14], the first step when designing a
DSL is to capture the domain concepts, since without an understanding of the do-
main concepts it is impossible to design a DSL that will be practical and usable.
The domain concepts have to be captured in appropriate language constructs,
for instance in a mechanism to exchange messages between state machines. The
language constructs should be at the right abstraction level, they should not be
geared towards a specific platform or general purpose programming language.
Furthermore, they should have a proper specified semantics, both statically and
dynamically.

The identification of domain concepts is closely related to the field of require-
ments engineering. So, elicitation techniques used there can also be applied to
design a domain specific language, see traditional software engineering course
books on this topic [92]. However, before starting the elicitation phase, it is
important to identify the problem domain: “A problem domain is defined by
consensus, and its essence is the shared understanding of some community” [8].
In the design of a DSL for financial products [9], the world of financial transac-
tions has to be well defined and understood, for instance what is the notion of
a customer, bank account, interest period? Given the problem domain, the next
step is to identify the problem space, for instance the creation of new interest
products which may take too long or the software developed to implement the
interest products contains too many bugs. The next step is to identify the lan-
guage concepts. This can be done by studying the existing informal description
of the interest products and their implementations. From this it is, for instance,
possible to identify the relevant library components. This information can now
be used to identify and define the relevant DSL concepts [60]. This process is
clearly an iterative and continuing process. It may even be the case that during
the implementation phase of the language some steps have to be redone.

Capturing DSL concepts can be done in multiple ways depending on the
underlying implementation pattern [62]. The concepts can be implemented in a
library, as extension, embedding or as a complete new language. In the latter
case, more general purpose language constructs must be added, such as control
flow, procedural abstraction or modularity, of course depending on the need for
expressiveness.

2.4 Examples of Domain Specific Languages

It is impossible to give an exhaustive list of all domain specific language. In
1966, Landin [57] already predicted an explosion of programming languages.
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DSLs have contributed to the growth of languages considerably. Nevertheless it
makes sense to mention a few languages which can be seen as DSLs. HyperText
Markup Language (HTML) the language for developing web pages is an example
of a non-executable DSL. In the area of web pages there is whole range of DSLs. A
recent development is WebDSL [40], which is a DSL which captures the concepts
of designing web pages but shields of the underlying implementation details. SQL
is a very well known and popular language for relational database queries which
has evolved into a general purpose language PL/SQL [37]. YACC [47] is a tool,
but the corresponding grammar definition formalism is a non-executable DSL
for creating parsers. LEX [59] is the language for defining regular expressions
for specifying lexers. In this area SDF (Syntax Definition Language) [44] is a
DSL to describe grammars in a declarative and modular way. GraphViz [39] is a
software package used for graph layout and DOT is the corresponding language
to describe the graphs. BOX [23] is a small non-executable language to describe
the formatting of computer programs. LaTeX [56] is a language for formatting
texts.

We shall now study a small DSL in detail.

2.5 Simple Language of Communicating Objects

The Simple Language of Communicating Objects (SLCO) provides constructs for
specifying systems consisting of objects that operate in parallel and communi-
cate with each other. SLCO has been used to describe the software that controls
conveyor belts, even though there are no conveyor belt related concepts or con-
cepts like motors and sensor in the language. Instead, each of these concepts are
simply represented by objects that communicate over channels. In Section 3.2 we
will present the metamodels of SLCO, but in this section we describe the language
and motivate a number of the design decisions.

An SLCO model consists of a number of classes, objects, and channels, see
Listing 1.2. Objects are instances of classes and communicate with each other
via channels, which are either bidirectional or unidirectional, see Figure 9 for
the metamodel of the channels. SLCO offers three types of channels: synchronous
channels, asynchronous lossy channels, and asynchronous lossless channels. An
example of two objects connected by three channels is shown in Figure 1. The
objects p and q, which are instances of classes P and Q, can communicate over
channels p1 q1, q2 p2, and p3 q3. The arrows at the ends of the channels denote
the direction of communication. Synchronous channels are denoted by plain lines
(e.g. p1 q1), asynchronous lossless channels are denoted by dashed lines (e.g.
p3 q3), and asynchronous lossy channels are denoted by dotted lines (e.g. q2 p2).
A channel can only be used to send and receive signals with a certain signature,
indicated by a number of argument types listed between brackets after the name
of the channel. Channel p1 q1, for instance, can only be used to send and receive
signals with a boolean argument, and channel q2 p2 only allows signals without
any arguments.

A class describes the structure and behaviour of its instances, see Figure 6 for
the metamodel of classes. A class has ports and variables that define the structure
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Fig. 1. Objects, ports and channels in
SLCO

Fig. 2. Two SLCO state machines

of its instances, and state machines that describe their behaviour. Variables may
be initialized. If no initial value is specified, integer variables are initialized to 0,
boolean variables are initialized to true, and string variables are initialized to
the empty string. Ports are used to connect channels to objects. Figure 1 shows
that object p has ports P1 , P2 , and P3 , connecting it to channels p1 q1, q2 p2,
and p3 q3, and that object q has ports Q1 , Q2 , and Q3 , connecting it to the
same channels.

A state machine consists of variables, states, and transitions, see Figure 6
for the metamodel of state machines. SLCO allows for two special types of state:
initial states and final states. Each state machine has exactly one initial state,
and can contain any number of ordinary and final states. Figure 2 shows an
example of an SLCO model consisting of two state machines, whose initial states,
Initial, are indicated by a black dot-and-arrow, and whose final states, Final,
are indicated by an outgoing arrow to a circled black dot. As explained below, the
left state machine specifies the behaviour of object p and the right state machine
specifies the behaviour of object q, both already introduced in Figure 1.

A transition has a source and a target state, and a finite number of state-
ments. There are multiple types of statements. Expressions denote statements
that must evaluate to true to enable the transition from the source to the target
state to be taken. The expression n >= 2 that is part of the transition with the
source State and the final state as the target state in the state machine of p is
an example of such a statement. A transition with a delay statement is enabled
after a specified amount of time has passed since entering its source state. Note
that our running example does not have this type of statement. A transition
with a signal reception statement is enabled if a signal is received via the port
indicated by the statement. When a signal reception statement has a condition,
naturally, the condition must hold for the transition to be enabled. It is allow-
able for the condition to refer to arguments of the signal just being received.
Take for instance the transition in q from State to the final state, with signal
reception receive Stop(m | m < 2) from Q3. It is only taken if the value of the
argument sent with the signal Stop is smaller than 2. Additionally, another form
of conditional signal reception is offered. Expressions given as arguments of a
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signal reception specify that only signals whose argument values are equal to the
corresponding expressions are accepted. Thus, q in state Initial accepts only
signals whose argument equals true. SLCO also offers statements for assigning
values to variables and for sending signals over channels. The state machines in
Figure 2 specify the following communication between p and q, assuming that the
variable n is initialized to 0. The two objects first communicate synchronously
over channel p1 q1, after which q repeatedly sends signals to p over the lossy
channel q2 p2. As soon as p receives 2 of the signals sent by q, it sends a sig-
nal over channel p3 q3 and terminates. After receiving this signal, q terminates
as well.

Fig. 3. Parts of an SLCO model without syntactic sugar

The example in Figure 2 contains two transitions that both contain two state-
ments, whereas the metamodel in Figure 7 allows at most one statement per
transition. Although multiple statements per transition are not allowed accord-
ing to the metamodel, we consider models containing such transitions valid SLCO

models and regard these models as the syntactically sugared versions of equiva-
lent models that adhere to the stricter metamodel. The leftmost part of Figure 3
shows the unsugared version of one these transitions, that features an auxil-
iary intermediate state. The rightmost part of this figure shows that expressions
given as arguments of signal receptions can also be regarded as a form of syn-
tactic sugar. The conditional signal reception on the transition from Initial

to State in this figure is equivalent to the conditional signal reception on the
corresponding transition in Figure 2, assuming that variable b is an auxiliary
boolean variable.

In addition to the graphical concrete syntax shown above, SLCO has a textual
concrete syntax. Listing 1.1 shows a part of the textual equivalent of the model
described above.

3 Defining the Structure of a Domain Specific Language

In the rest of this tutorial we will concentrate on the design of DSLs based on
the invention pattern. We assume that the first step in the design of a new DSL,
the identification of the domain concepts, has been performed as described in
Section 2.3.
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��
�� P1 P2 P3
����� ��������

P {
������� Initial ����� State ����� Final
�
���������

Receive �
�� State �� State {
receive V( | n <= 1) �
�� P2;
n := n + 1 }

...
}

}
...
������� p:P q:Q
�������� p1_q1(Boolean ) sync �
�� p.P1 �� q.Q1

...
}

Listing 1.1. Part of a textual SLCO model

The design and implementation of an effective DSL is more than just writing a
context-free grammar in Xtext [32] and a code generator for some back-end, such
as Java. The proper steps are the design of an abstract syntax, semantics and
concrete syntax. One can argue about the order of the steps. Kleppe [52] proposes
to design the concrete syntax after defining the abstract syntax. Whilst defining
the semantics it may turn out that the abstact syntax is not optimal and has to
be adapted. This may lead to a modification of the concrete syntax. However,
having a concrete syntax may facilitate experimentation and interaction with
the users of the language and provide usable feedback. It is obvious these steps
must be performed iteratively and continuously, leading to evolutionary design
of a DSL [4].

In this section we will explain why a proper abstract syntax is needed as the
basis for a DSL. We shall discuss the material on an abstract level and give
examples of metamodels in EMF [83], but this tutorial is not an introduction
into a specific technology or tool.

In Section 3.1 we will start with introducing the basic concepts of defining ab-
stract syntax. In Section 3.2 we will make this concrete in terms of metamodeling
based on EMF.

3.1 Abstract Syntax

The abstract syntax, signature or abstract data type of a language describes
the basic structure (skeleton) of a language. It can serve as the starting point
for defining a concrete syntax (both textual and graphical), semantics (static
and dynamic), and is the basis for tool development. It abstracts from specific
details on the concrete level, such as the keywords, priorities between operators,
associativities of binary operators, etc. In its basic form an abstract syntax def-
inition is a collection of constructors. Starting with the definition of a language
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in an abstract syntax notation has the advantage of having a concise overview
of the underlying structure of the language.

Unfortunately there is no ISO standard for defining abstract syntax. We will
use a signature-like notation to describe the abstract syntax of a language. A
signature can be defined as follows:

– A collection of constructors which define sorts and operators.
– A sort represents a nonempty set of terms.
– A term is the application of a k-ary operator to k terms of the appropriate

sort.
– A k-ary operator is a constructor function mapping k terms to a term.
– The argument of a k-ary operator may represent zero or more (*) or one or

more (+) terms of the same sort.
– A sort can be considered a nonterminal in the abstract syntax.

Listing 1.2 shows a part the abstract syntax of the SLCO language as a signature.

"Synchronous"() -> ChannelType
"AsynchronousLossless"() -> ChannelType
"AsynchronousLossy"() -> ChannelType

"Integer "() -> PrimitiveType
"Boolean "() -> PrimitiveType
"String "() -> PrimitiveType

"model"(Class*,Object*,Channel *) -> Model
"class"(Name ,Port*,StateMachine*,Variable *) -> Class
"object "(Name ,Class) -> Object
"channel "(Name ,ChannelType ,ArgumentType*) -> Channel
"port"(Name) -> Port
"statemachine"(Name ,Variable *,Vertex*,Transition*) -> StateMachine
"variable "(Name ,PrimitiveType) -> Variable
"argumenttype"(PrimitiveType) -> ArgumentType
"vertex "(Name ,Transition*,Transition*) -> Vertex
"transition"(Name ,Vertex ,Vertex) -> Transition
"transition"(Name ,Vertex ,Vertex,Statement) -> Transition

Listing 1.2. Signature specification of a part of the abstract syntax of SLCO

Given a signature definition it is possible to generate Application Program-
ming Interfaces (APIs). GOM [73] generates an API for accessing the underlying
abstract syntax when developing TOM specifications [63] and ApiGen [50,20]
generates, given a signature definition, a type API to access terms in the ATerm
libary [19].

3.2 Metamodeling

The next step is to represent the abstract syntax as a metamodel. A metamodel
describes the model elements that are available for developing a class of mod-
els as well as their attributes and interrelations. A model describes the elements
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Fig. 4. Four-layer metamodeling architecture

of a real-world object as well as their attributes and the way they interrelate.
Therefore, a metamodel can be considered as a model of a class of models [80],
or a model of a modeling language [55]. Since a metamodel is itself a model, the
concepts and relations that can be used to define them need to be described as
well. The metamodel used for this purpose is called a meta-metamodel. A meta-
metamodel is typically a reflexive metamodel. This means that it is expressed
using the concepts and relations it defines itself. This four-layer metamodeling
architecture [66] is schematically depicted in Figure 4.

EMF provides a metamodel (also referred to as Ecore) which is a general
model of models from which any model can be defined. It can be used to model
classes, attributes, relationships, data types, etc. Figure 5 (taken from [83]) shows
a simplified Ecore metamodel:

EClass models classes that
– are identified by a name,
– contain zero or more attributes, and
– contain zero or more references.

EAttribute models attributes that
– are identified by a name, and
– have a type.

EDataType represents basic types.
EReference models associations between classes and

– are identified by a name,
– have a type which must be an EClass, and
– a containment attribute indicating whether the EReference is used as

“whole-part” relation.
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Fig. 5. Simplified Ecore metamodel

In Section 2.5 the SLCO language has been described in great detail, we will now
only present the metamodels. Figure 6 shows the main metaclasses of the Ecore
metamodel of SLCO, which corresponds to the signature presented in Listing 1.2.
Figure 7 gives the details of statements. Figure 8 defines the expressions of SLCO
and Figure 9 shows the details of the channels.

4 Semantics

While syntax is concerned with the form of a valid model or program, semantics
is about its meaning. Kleppe [52] introduces the term mogram in order not
to make the distinction between a program and a model. We will consistently
use the term model, because a program is also a model. We shall consider two
different views on defining the semantics of a DSL. The static semantics of a
language defines the structural properties of valid models (Section 4.1). The
dynamic semantics is concerned with the execution and operation of models
(Section 4.2).

4.1 Static Semantics

Static semantics defines properties of models that can be determined without
considering either input or execution. Because of this there is always a debate
on the status of static semantics. Static semantics can be considered to be part
of syntax analysis, because the models need not be executed. We consider static
semantics to be a separate phase. We shall distinguish three separate aspects:

– identifier resolution;

– scope resolution; and

– type resolution.

In many languages these aspects are intertwined. If the language supports over-
loading, type resolution is needed when performing identifier resolution.
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Fig. 6. Main concepts of the SLCO metamodel

Fig. 7. Statements in the SLCO metamodel
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Fig. 8. Expressions in the SLCO metamodel

Fig. 9. Channels in the SLCO metamodel

Identifier Resolution. Identifiers are an important notion in (programming)
languages. They may represent for instance values, variables, functions, etc. In
order to be valid, in many (programming) languages an identifier has to be ex-
plicitly declared. In many cases the declaration of an identifier is accompanied
by a description of its type, for instance for a value or variable. If the identifier
represents a function, procedure or method, the declaration captures the opera-
tional behaviour in the body. Furthermore, the parameters (together with their
types) and the result parameter have to be specified. A declaration establishes
a binding of an identifier I to some entity X. An applied occurrence is an oc-
currence of I where X is made available through I. Note that if the language
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supports overloading, the same identifier is bound to two or more different bod-
ies where each body has discriminating parameters and/or result types, type
resolution is needed when resolving the binding.

Identifier resolution establishes so-called use-def relations. Every applied oc-
currence should correspond to exactly one binding occurrence. There are a few
(older) programming languages, for instance Basic and Fortran, where identi-
fiers were not explicitly defined, but the first usage of the identifier was actually
the definition. In dynamic languages, such as Python [89], there is no obligation
to define identifiers explicitly. This is makes programs concise and more error
prone.

Scope Resolution. The introduction of language constructs like functions or
modules leads to the notion of blocks. Blocks are syntactic constructs that delimit
the visibility of declarations. This is called scoping. The scope of a declaration is
the part of the model where the declaration is effective. Blocks and their scopes
may overlap.

Although for every applied occurrence there should be exactly one binding
occurrence, it is possible that an identifier may be defined in multiple blocks. In
the case of nested blocks, some outer block may contain a declaration of identifier
I. If the inner block contains a declaration of I, then this declaration hides the
declaration of I in the outer block.

There are a few (older) programming languages, for instance again Basic,
which do not offer blocks and thus have a single scope. This means that (re-
cursive) functions are unsupported language constructs. This leads to a very
restricted way of programming.

When performing identifier resolution we have to take scopes into considera-
tion.

Type Resolution. The main principles of identifier and scope resolution can
be explained in a few paragraphs but for type resolution or type checking this
is impossible. The definition of proper type check rules for a language depends
heavily on the expressive power of the language. If a language contains overload-
ing, polymorphism, inheritance, etc. the definition of a type checker is far from
trivial, see the book on type checking by Pierce [71] for an elaborate discussion
of type checking.

A type system is an important component of the static semantics of a lan-
guage. Language constructs, for instance expressions and functions, may produce
results and some cases these results respresent values. Types represent abstrac-
tions of these results. For instance, the evaluation of an expression may yield
the values true or false, the corresponding type is then boolean. Expressions
use operators to calculate the results and these operators are only valid for a re-
stricted set of types, in many cases only one type. The purpose of a type system
is to prevent illegal operations, like multiplication of strings by booleans, which
should result in a type error, disambiguation in case of (operator or function)
overloading. The process of assigning types is referred to as typing.
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Until recently not much work has been done on type checking of DSLs de-
veloped using EMF. Xtext offers a primitive mechanism to deal with identifier
resolution and OCL [67] is used to write simple constraints to do a basic form of
type checking. [11] and [22] describe approaches to tackle type checking of DSLs
in a more structured way. [26] uses attribute grammar JastAdd [33] to add the
semantics to metamodels.

Static Semantics of SLCO. A number of static semantic rules can be defined
for the SLCO language. Here are a few of the rules:

– Classes should have a unique name within a model.
– Objects should have a unique name within a model.
– Only classes that have been defined can be instantiated as objects.
– Variables should be declared before they can be used.
– Variables should have a unique name within a class.
– State machines should have a unique name within a class.
– The source and target state of a transition should exist.
– States should have a unique name within a state machine.
– Transitions should have a unique name within a state machine.
– The expressions should be type correct.

Listing 1.3 presents a simplified version for checking the uniques of class names
using a rewriting based specification formalism.

4.2 Dynamic Semantics

Defining a DSL by means of its abstract and concrete syntax allows the rapid
development of languages and some associated tools, such as editors. We have
already seen that static semantics is another important ingredient of a DSL def-
inition. Static semantics defines aspects such as the well-formedness and typing
of concrete models in order to make the DSL more usable and the development
of models more robust. However, none of these aspects of the DSL definition
help to understand the behaviour described by models nor help us to inspect
whether the behaviour specified is exactly as intended nor help us to create a
proper execution model.

Dynamic semantics (also known as execution semantics) covers these language
aspects: it defines the model of computation for the execution behaviour of
models. There are many ways of defining dynamic semantics, natural language
being one of them. In practice, the dynamic semantics of DSLs are implicitly
and informally defined through, either, a software constructor that generates
compilable source code, or by an engine/interpreter that directly processes DSL
models. In these cases, the quality of the design of a system, due to the lack
of a formal definition of the DSL semantics, is usually assessed by manually
studying and exploring the created models, and by testing the software before
actual delivery. Given the increasing complexity of current systems, this has
become an error-prone, time-consuming and costly process, which often results
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������ SLCO -typecheck

�������
�

"checkModel"(Model) -> {Error ","}*
"checkClasses"(Class*, TNPT) -> {Error ","}* # TNPT
"checkClass"(Name , TNPT) -> {Error ","}* # TNPT

�������
�

Table[[Name ,PrimitiveType]] -> TNPT

	�
������

"vChannel *" -> Channel *
"vClass *" -> Class*
"vError *"[12]* -> {Error ","}*
"vName" -> Name
"vObject *" -> Object*
"vPort*" -> Port*
"vStatemachine*" -> Statemachine*
"vTNPT "[123]* -> TNPT
"vVariable*" -> Variable *

���������

[cMdl1] checkModel(model(vClass*, vObject *, vChannel *)) =
���� vError* # vTNPT := checkClasses(vClass *, new -table)

[Clss1] checkClasses(, vTNPT) = # vTNPT
[Clss2] checkClasses(vClass vClass*, vTNPT1) = vError *1, vError *2 # vTNPT3

���� vError *1 # vTNPT2 := checkClasses(vClass*, vTNPT1),
vError *2 # vTNPT3 := checkCLass(vClass , vTNPT2)

[cCls1] checkCLass(class(vName , vPort*, vStatemachine*, vVariable*), vTNPT )=
error("Class redefined: " ++ vName) # vTNPT
���� lookup(vTNPT , vName) != not -in-table

[cCls2] checkCLass(class(vName , vPort*, vStatemachine*, vVariable*), vTNPT )=
# insert(vName , vTNPT)
���� lookup(vTNPT , vName) == not -in-table

Listing 1.3. Part of specification of the static semantics of SLCO in a rewrite rule style

in software design faults being uncovered only after the system is fully developed
and installed.

However, as a result of a significant amount of academic research, different
approaches and techniques used to express dynamic semantics of languages in
a formal manner have been defined. Furthermore, supporting (semi-)automated
tools have been developed for model analysis, which can process models de-
scribed in a particular formal modeling language. The question of making these
formal frameworks available to domain engineers to be used for unambiguous
specification and analysis of domain models has been receiving much attention
in the last decade, from both the industrial and academic community. In order
to make the results useful for industry, it is essential to have precise under-
standing of the DSL semantics. The lack of well-understood DSL semantics may
easily lead to semantic ambiguities or a semantic mismatch between a DSL (the
developed models) and modeling languages of analysis tools.

There are various ways to define the dynamic semantics of a language formally.
The most common techniques are operational, translational, and denotational
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semantics. Operational semantics specifies the computation a language construct
induces when it is executed, thus describing not only the effect of the compu-
tation, but also how the computation is produced. Another technique to define
the dynamic semantics of a DSL is translational semantics which maps language
constructs from the initial domain to another language with an already defined
formal semantics. Thus, the semantics of the original DSL is defined by the
syntactic mapping. Denotational semantics is given by a mathematical function
which maps the syntax of the language to semantic values – denotations. In that
sense denotational semantics corresponds to translational semantics, where the
target language is a mathematical formalism.

Both, the operational and translational approach, have advantages and draw-
backs. A number of papers report on explicit definitions of the correspond-
ing operational semantics of individual or a family of DSLs and the way
they have been directly expressed in other existing environments (see for in-
stance [28,82,16,36,15,75,77]). In this way DSL models can be executed. How-
ever, operational semantics is not easy to implement in general, and so far there
is no semantic framework that supports an automated and efficient implemen-
tation of the operational language semantics allowing for direct DSL model ex-
ecution. Nevertheless, it is beneficial to have the operational semantics of the
DSL explicitly defined, first of all, because it enables rather easy detection of
possible inconsistencies between or redundancies of (the semantics of) language
constructs. Furthermore, the investment of defining the operational semantics of
a DSL eases the effort of anchoring the DSL to different target languages for dif-
ferent purposes. It allows also (due to its modularity) for low-effort adjustments
of the semantics needed in case of language evolution or language changes.

Translational semantics saves the effort of defining the semantics of the DSL
explicitly. This approach is very appropriate when the initial language and target
language are semantically closely correlated, or when semantic reasoning only for
particular instances of the DSL models is required. However, establishing syn-
tactic mappings between the two languages requires implicit semantic knowledge
of the DSL and an extensive in-depth knowledge of the (semantics of the) target
language. Therefore if, due to a lack of a single sufficiently expressive underlying
target framework, multiple frameworks are needed, this approach is obviously
not appropriate. Furthermore, as the mappings to different target languages and
platforms are defined only at the syntactic level, there is no guarantee that the
final translation models still adhere to the semantics of the original model. For
example, consider a mapping that transforms the source model to executable
code, whereas another mapping translates the source model to a model for for-
mal analysis. It is natural to ask whether the model that has been analysed is
the one that will be actually executed.

As a last technique to define dynamic semantics of languages we mention
Action Semantics [64]. Action semantics is based on operational semantics and
allows a modular way of defining the semantics of language constructs. The
actions defining the semantics of a language can be interpreted and there is an
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〈Class∗, Object∗, Channel∗, SOSMS, VOS, VOSMS, B〉 l−→OBJECTS 〈S′OSMS, V′OS, V′OSMS, B′〉
〈 model(Class∗ , Object∗, Channel∗), SOSMS, VOS, VOSMS, B 〉

l−→MODEL 〈 model(Class∗, Object∗, Channel∗), S′OSMS, V′OS, V′OSMS, B′ 〉

Fig. 10. Deduction rule for models

execution environment [18] for composing semantic definitions, which makes this
approach one of the exceptions. In [84] action semantics has been applied in the
context of model driven engineering and the semantics of a small DSL is defined.
This work is very preliminary.

Dynamic Semantics of SLCO. The semantics of SLCO has been formalized in
the form of Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) [72]. Using SOS rules, the
behaviour of an SLCO model is described in terms of the behaviour of its parts.
The behaviour of these parts is in turn specified in terms of the behaviour of their
parts, and so on. Figure 10 shows the SOS rule that describes the behaviour of
models. A state of a model is referred to as a configuration. A model configuration
is determined by: the current states of the state machines of the objects (function
SOSMS), the current values of the all local and global variables that appear in
the model (functions VOS and VOSMS), and the current contents of the buffers
associated to the asynchronous channels (function B). In the rule in Figure 10,
one configuration is represented by the functions SOSMS, VOS, VOSMS, and B, and
another by the functions S′OSMS, V

′
OS, V

′
OSMS, and B′ (which essentially represent

corresponding updates of the previous functions). The rule specifies that a model
can take a step labeled l from one configuration to another configuration, if the
list of classes (Class∗), objects (Object∗) and channels (Channel∗) that are part
of the model can take the same step labeled l. In short, the behaviour of a model
is defined in terms of the behaviour of its objects, classes, and channels.

Figure 11 shows that a list of classes, objects and channels can take a step
labeled bvn : = bc if one of the objects, object(oname, cname), is an instance of a
class, class(cname, Port∗, StateMachine∗, Variable∗), that can take the same
step labeled bvn : = bc. This is one of a number of rules that specify the behaviour
of lists of objects, classes, and channels in terms of their parts. The other rules
define communication between objects over the various types of channels.

Class∗ ≡ Class∗1 class(cname, Port∗, StateMachine∗, Variable∗) Class∗2 ,
Object∗ ≡ Object∗1 object(oname, cname) Object∗2 ,

〈 class(cname, Port∗, StateMachine∗ , Variable∗),
SOSMS(oname), VOS(oname), VOSMS(oname) 〉 bvn := bc−−−−−→CLASS 〈 SSMS, VO, VSMS 〉,

S′OSMS = SOSMS[SSMS/oname], V′OS = VOS[VO/oname], V′OSMS = VOSMS [VSMS/oname]

〈 Class∗, Object∗, Channel∗, SOSMS, VOS, VOSMS, B 〉
bvn := bc−−−−−→OBJECTS 〈 S′OSMS, V′OS, V′OSMS , B 〉

Fig. 11. Deduction rule for lists of objects concerning assignments
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StateMachine∗ ≡ StateMachine∗1 statemachine StateMachine∗2 ,

〈 statemachine, SSMS, VO, VSMS 〉 l−→SM 〈 S′SMS, V′O, V′SMS 〉
〈 class(cname, Port∗, StateMachine∗, Variable∗), SSMS, VO, VSMS 〉 l−→CLASS 〈S′SMS, V′O, V′SMS〉

Fig. 12. Deduction rule for classes

The behaviour of a class is defined in terms of the behaviour of the state
machines of that class. Figure 12 shows that a class can take a step labeled l

if one (statemachine) of the state machines (StateMachine) that are a part of
that class can take that same step.

Transition∗ ≡ Transition∗1 transition Transition∗2 ,

〈transition, SSMS(smname), VO, VSMS(smname)〉 l−→TRANS 〈vertex′, V′O, VSM〉,
S′SMS = SSMS[vertex

′/smname], V′SMS = VSMS[VSM/smname]

〈statemachine(smname, Variable∗, Vertex∗, Transition∗), SSMS, VO, VSMS〉
l−→SM 〈S′SMS, V′O, V′SMS〉

Fig. 13. Deduction rule for state machines

Figure 13 shows the SOS rule that specifies that the behaviour of a state
machine is deduced from the behaviour of the transitions, Transition∗, that
are a part of that state machine. If a transition transition from the list of
transitions can take a step labeled l, then the state machine can also take a step
labeled l.

〈AssignmentStatement, VO, VSM〉 l
=⇒ASSIGN 〈V′O, V′SM〉

〈 transition(tname, vertex, vertex′, AssignmentStatement), vertex, VO, VSM〉
l−→TRANS 〈vertex′, V′O, V′SM〉

Fig. 14. Deduction rule for transitions

Figure 14 shows that a transition from vertex to vertex′ leads to a step la-
beled l if the assignment AssignmentStatement leads to a step labeled l given

valuation functions VO and VSM. (Here 〈AssignmentStatement, VO, VSM〉 l
=⇒ASSIGN

〈V′O, V′SM〉 simply means an update of the valuation functions VO and VSM
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according to the assignment statement AssignmentStatement, which is also de-
fined by a set of rules.) These valuation functions are part of the configuration
mentioned above, and are deduced from the model valuation functions VOS and
VOSMS as follows. Given an object named on and a variable named vn, VOS(on)(vn)
represents the value of this variable. A valuation function VO that maps the global
variables of a particular object named on to their values is obtained by applying
the function VOS to the name on. The model valuation function VOSMS has a simi-
lar purpose and valuation functions for state machines such as VSM are obtained
similarly.

There are rules for transitions with (conditional) signal receptions, expres-
sions, and send signal statements similar to one described.

Fig. 15. Languages involved in the executable prototype of the semantics of SLCO

To test various alternative semantics for SLCO, we first implemented an ex-
ecutable prototype of the semantics before formally defining the semantics on
paper [7]. The prototype consists of a number of transformations that trans-
form SLCO models to Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs) [72] represented as Dot
graphs [39] via a number of intermediate languages. Figure 15 shows the lan-
guages and transformations that are involved in this prototype. The boxes in
Figure 15 represent (intermediate) languages. The names of existing languages
are shown in italics and the names of newly created languages are shown using
a plain typeface. The arrows in the figure represent transformations. The names
of transformations implemented by existing tools are again shown in italics and
the names of newly created transformations are shown using a plain typeface.
The transformation SLCO2CS transforms an SLCO model into a list of config-
urations and a list of steps, where each step is a pair: configuration and label.
The implementation of this transformation uses conditional rewrite rules, which
closely resemble the SOS rules described above and the notation used to spec-
ify the static semantics. This simplifies the process of formalizing the semantics
after the prototype reached a stable state.

Figure 16 shows the state space of the example model of Section 2.5. It is
obtained by transforming the SLCO model to an LTS represented as a directed
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sending Stop()

lost V()

lost V()

lost V()

lost V()

lost V()

lost V()

lost V() lost V()

lost V() lost V()

lost V()

sending V()

lost V()

sending Stop()

receiving Stop()

receiving Stop()

receiving V()sending V()Start(true)

sending V()sending V()

receiving V()

sending V() sending V()

Fig. 16. State space of the example model of Section 2.5

graph in Dot format. The behaviour represented by the LTS matches the informal
description of the behaviour in the final paragraph of Section 2.5.

5 Concrete Syntax

Having defined the abstract syntax of a DSL, the next step is the definition of a
concrete representation of the DSL. Although it is possible to define a concrete
graphical representation of a DSL using the Graphical Modeling Framework
(GMF), see for instance Chapter 4 of [41], we will restrict ourselves to the de-
velopment of textual based DSLs.

In Figure 4, the four-layered architecture of the metamodeling world is pre-
sented. For the grammar world, a similar four-layer architecture exists [2,54].

M3. (E)BNF grammar defines structure of the (E)BNF in (E)BNF.
M2. Programming language grammar defines the structure of programming lan-

guage in (E)BNF.
M1. Program describes the manipulation (algorithm) of data in the data layer.
M0. Data layer where the data we wish to manipulate resides.

Although both worlds seem to be far apart, given the development of Xtext,
EMFtext, etc., they are getting closer together [17].

The concrete textual syntax of a (programming or domain specific) language
can be described using regular expressions (for the lexical tokens of the language)
and context-free grammars (for the (tree) structure of the language). Scanning
and parsing have been extensively studied in relation to compilers and inter-
active development environments. Over the years a broad range of algorithms,
see [42], and tools [68] have been developed. The aforementioned tools, like LEX
[59] and YACC [47] are results of this research. The formalisms underlying LEX
and YACC have been considered as the standard for defining lexical and context-
free grammars. In that sense, they are DSLs themselves. Unfortunately there is
no ISO standard for defining context-free grammars; every tool comes with their
own formalism.

We will first present some context-free grammar terminology and discuss re-
cent developments with respect to modular grammar specification formalisms,
which is relevant because of the modularity of metamodels. Then ANTLR and
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EMF based derivations will be discussed and finally a context-free grammar for
SLCO will be presented.

5.1 (E)BNF

The fact that there is no standard notation for grammars makes it ackward
to present concepts and ideas. Formally, a context-free grammar is a 4-tuple
G = (N,Σ, P, S) where:

– N is the set of nonterminals;
– Σ is the set of terminals (disjoint from N);
– P is a subset of N × (N ∪ Σ)∗, where an element (A,α) ∈ P is called a

production, usually written as A ::= α;
– S ∈ N is the start symbol; and
– sets N , Σ, and P are finite.

A context-free grammar can be considered a simple rewrite system: αAβ ⇒ αγβ
if A ::= γ ∈ P where α, β, γ ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗, A ∈ N .

A full example of a context-free grammar is:

N = {E}
Σ = {+, *, (, ), -, a}
S = E

P = {E ::= E + E, E ::= E * E, E ::= ( E ), E ::= - E, E ::= a}

When writing grammar definitions, the nonterminals and terminals are usually
implicitly defined and only the start symbol and the production rules are defined
explicitly. If the production rules have the form as presented in the example, the
grammar is in Backus Normal Form (BNF). If the grammar definition formalism
offers operators like *, +, and ?, the grammar is in Extended BNF (EBNF).
Xtext [32] and EMFtext use variations of EBNF.

The language L(G) generated/recognized by the context-free grammar G =
(N,Σ, P, S) is defined by L(G) = {w ∈ Σ∗|S ⇒∗ w}. A sentential form α is a
string of terminals and nonterminals which can be derived from S: S ⇒∗ α with
α ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗. A sentence in L(G) is a sentential form in which no nonterminals
occur.

There a number of aspects one has to take care of when writing context-free
grammars:

1. The grammar may be left recursive.
A grammar G is left recursive if one or more of the production rules has
the form A ::= Aα, so called direct left recursion. This means that after
one or more steps in a derivation an occurrence of A reduces again to an
occurrence of A without recognizing anything in the input sentence. Or there
is a collection of production rules, for instance A ::= Bα and B ::= Aβ, such
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that A ⇒∗ Aγ, so called indirect left recursion. It is relatively easy to remove
(in)direct left recursion from a grammar. However, removing left recursion
introduces new nonterminals and changes the structure of the grammar. In a
conventional top-down parser or recursive descent parser, left recursion leads
to non-termination. However, Frost et.al. [38] have developed a recursive
descent parser using parser combinators, that can deal with left recursion.
The GLL algorithm [79] can also handle it without modifying the grammar.

2. The grammar may be non-left factored.
A grammar G is non-left factored if one or more of the production rules
has at least 2 alternatives that derive strings with the same prefix that is
non-empty, for instance A ::= αβ1|αβ2| . . .. This case is relatively easy to
left factor, but again new nonterminals are introduced and the structure of
the grammar is changed. However, A ::= Xβ1|Y β2| . . ., where X ::= ′x′

and Y ::= ′x′, requires a First calculation; see [1] for details. In a top-down
parser or recursive descent parser, arbitrary look ahead may be needed to
decide which of these alternatives to choose.

3. The grammar may contain cycles.
A grammar G is cyclic if in one or more derivation steps A produces A with-
out recognizing any token from the input: A ⇒∗ A. This can be considered
a bug in the grammar specification. Both top-down (LL) and bottom-up
((LA)LR) parsers will have trouble with grammars containing cycles; both
types of parsers will not terminate.

4. The grammar may be ambiguous.
A grammar G is ambigous if a word w ∈ L(G) has two or more derivations.
This may happen if there are production rules of the form E ::= E O E

without an explicit definition of priorities between binary operators or asso-
ciativity of the binary operators. The sentence a + a * a can be recognized
in two different ways. If a language is inherently ambiguous, no refactorings
of production rules will help to solve the problem.

5.2 SDF

The Syntax Definition Formalism (SDF) [44,91] is a modular declarative gram-
mar definition formalism. SDF allows modularization of context-free grammars
in order to enable reuse and clarity. Associativity and priorities of binary opera-
tors can be defined in a declarative way. The definition of lexical and context-free
syntax rules are fully integrated which contributes also to the declarative way of
writing grammar definitions. Restricted classes of context-free grammars, such
as the classes of LL and LR grammars, are not closed under union, only the
largest class of general context-free grammars is closed under union. The un-
derlying implementation of SDF is a generalized LR parsing algorithm (S)GLR
[74,90] which can handle this general class. General context-free grammars may
be ambiguous; SDF offers multiple various mechanisms to deal with ambiguities
[21]. Johnstone et.al. [48] describes the fundamentals of modularity of grammar
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formalisms. Spoofax/SDF [51] is an Eclipse plugin for developing SDF modular
grammar definitions. Rascal [53] offers also a modular grammar definition for-
malism, it can be considered as a follow up of SDF, Rascal is available as an
Eclipse plugin as well.

5.3 ANTLR, Xtext and EMFtext

Recent developments (over the last 10 years) have resulted in a renewed inter-
ested in parsing technology. ANTLR [69], GLR [86,74], SGLR [90] and GLL [79]
are recent implementations of newly developed algorithms.

ANTLR. ANTLR is the basis of the popular Xtext [32] and EMFtext[88] im-
plementations available for EMF. ANTLR is very popular because of its avail-
ability on multiple platforms. ANTLR is based on LL(*) parsing [70] and this is
in many cases a serious drawback since it prohibits left recursion in the grammar.
ANTLR, in contrast to SDF, does not support grammar modularity.

Xtext. Xtext [32] is popular for defining the concrete syntax of DSLs [34].
It is available as an Eclipse plugin and is well integrated with EMF. Given a
context-free syntax definition, a metamodel can be derived automatically. The
nonterminal in the left hand side of a production rule is transformed into an
object of that type, and nonterminals in the right hand side are transformed into
attributes of this object. You can enforce the creation of a class of a specific type
using the returns action to create of an object of that specific type. In addition,
Xtext offers a mechanism to create cross references. A link can be automatically
established to an earlier created object. Actually, this feature breaks the context-
freeness of Xtext grammars.

A number of common lexemes are predefined, such as ID, INT, STRING, WS,
ML COMMENT, SL COMMENT, and ANY OTHER.

Xtext is based on ANTLR, so it has the same characteristics. Xtext is very
suited to define the concrete syntax of new DSLs, however for the definition of
languages for which an abstract or concrete syntax already exists, Xtext is more
tedious.

Grammar rules for Model and CLass of the Xtext specification of SLCO is given
in Listing 1.4. Both grammar rules show the use of the Xtext +:= operator to
concatenate lists. Listing 1.5 shows the grammar rules for Expression after
removing left recursion. Note, that the binary operators have all become right
associative and have the same priority. This listing shows the use of the Xtext
enum construct when defining Operator. In the grammar rules for
TerminalExpression and BracketExpression, the Xtext returns operator is
used.

EMFtext. EMFtext [88] is tightly integrated with EMF. It enables the def-
inition of a textual concrete syntax for Ecore based metamodels. Similarly to
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Model :
’model ’ name = ID ’{’

(’classes ’
(classes += Class)*

)?
(’objects ’

(objects += Object )*
)?
(’channels ’

(channels += Channel )*
)?

’}’;

Class :
name = ID ’{’

(’variables ’
(variables += Variable )*

)?
(’ports ’

(ports += Port)*
)?
(’state machines ’

(stateMachines += StateMachine)*
)?

’}’;

Listing 1.4. The Model and Class definition in Xtext

Xtext, it uses ANTLR as its underlying parsing technology. It differs from Xtext
in that it assumes an existing set of metamodels for which a concrete syntax
has to be defined. EMFtext offers some sort of modularity; it offers an import
mechanisms for various metamodels and modularization of the concrete syntax
specifications.

EMFtext offers predefined lexical tokens, as well as the option to define the
lexical syntax yourself.

EMFtext offers a special annotation (@Operator) to define the operator prece-
dence and associativity of unary and binary operators. This annotation can be
used when defining the expression syntax which would otherwise be defined using
left recursive rules.

6 Outlook

6.1 Development and Usage of SLCO

The creation of the SLCO language has been, to some extent, motivated by the
Falcon project [35,43]. The overall challenge of the project was developing a
fully integrated and automated logistics warehouse of the future. One part of
the project activities has been centered on investigating the applicability of
MDE techniques for modeling of composite system components and for their
proper integration with advanced hardware components (like grippers) [6]. The
underlying concept was that:
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Expression :
TerminalExpression ({ BinaryOperatorExpression.operand1 = current }

operator = Operator operand2 = Expression)?;

TerminalExpression returns Expression :
BooleanConstantExpression |
IntegerConstantExpression |
StringConstantExpression |
VariableExpression |
BracketExpression;

enum Operator :
atLeast = ’>=’ | atMost = ’<=’ | add = ’+’ | and = ’&&’ |
or = ’||’ | equals = ’==’ | differs = ’!=’ | subtract = ’-’;

BooleanConstantExpression :
value = BOOLEAN ;

IntegerConstantExpression :
value = INT;

StringConstantExpression :
value = STRING;

VariableReference :
name = ID;

VariableExpression :
variable =VariableReference;

BracketExpression returns Expression:
"(" Expression ")";

Listing 1.5. The Xtext specification of SLCO Expressions

– Warehouse control software is usually a collection of interacting components,
which have the same (or very similar) functionality.

– All components’ activities are triggered by the reception of messages/signals
from other components.

– All system components have the same interfaces.
– The overall system behaviour is determined by the communication of the

system components.

Having these aspects in mind as the main guidelines and taking a rather ab-
stract and simplified view at the warehouse software control design issue, SLCO
has been developed to describe the software that controls conveyor belts. In or-
der to do simple experiments we have built a simple conveyor belt system using
Lego Mindstorms [58]. By shifting the problem domain towards the communi-
cation between components, we could abstract even further away from conveyor
belt related concepts and concepts like motors and sensors. Besides develop-
ing a language, the driving idea was to develop an environment which, among
other things, allows automated generation of various refined models for different
purposes from a single abstract SLCO model:

– automated generation of models for model (simulation) analysis and
– variants of executable code for different platforms.
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Before we go in some more detail on the SLCO development process, we stress
once again that these two aspects are very important for a DSL to be prop-
erly used in practice. First, using one single (abstract) DSL source model, from
which various (refined) models are generated, guarantees that the requirements
modeled in the original model and validated by simulation or checked by formal
analysis are also preserved in the code to be executed, under the assumption
of the correctness of the used model transformations. Second, the DSL mod-
eling should be independent from the platform on which the system is going
to be implemented. In the simple case of SLCO and control software for Lego
Mindstorms conveyor belts, an abstract SLCO model capturing communication
between controllers, should not contain details about the number of controllers
in the implemented system. These details are very likely irrelevant also for sim-
ulation or verification of the abstract model, and they can easily increase the
model complexity, and thus make the analysis more difficult. Therefore, such
platform details should be added at some later stage, when the control software
execution code is generated: starting from a single abstract model, various well-
defined model transformations shall generate platform-dependent code for the
various platforms used.

Simultaneously with the development of the SLCO, a number of model
transformations to other formalisms has been defined and implemented: one
for simulation, one for execution, and one for formal verification. These model
transformations were developed consecutively. First, a model transformation was
implemented to enable simulation of the models using POOSL [85]. In this way,
models developed using an intuitive, graphical syntax can be simulated without
the need for modelers to learn the syntax and semantics of a formalism for sim-
ulation. Second, a model transformation was implemented to generate NQC [10]
models for execution on the Lego Mindstorms platform [58]. Executing the code
generated from a model revealed bugs in the model that originated from un-
forseen interleavings of concurrent objects. These bugs were not encountered
during simulation. To detect these kinds of problems, a third model transfor-
mation was implemented to the Promela formalism for formal verification using
the model checker SPIN [45]. All three of the aforementioned formalisms have
semantic properties that are different from the semantic properties of SLCO. To
enable model transformations from SLCO to each of these platforms, several se-
mantic gaps needed to be bridged [5].

Each of these gaps is bridged by one or more endogenous model transforma-
tions that transform a given SLCO model to different but equivalent models, also
specified in SLCO. The resulting model is semantically better aligned with the
target platform. Endogenous model transformations are model transformations
where the input and output model adhere to the same metamodel [61].

To be able to use endogenous transformations for this purpose, we needed
to extend SLCO with constructs to specify systems on a lower level of abstrac-
tion too. In other words, the transformations add implementation details to the
original SLCO model, resulting in a refined SLCO model that is closer to one
of the target formalisms. This approach has as advantage that the exogenous
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Fig. 17. Sequences of fine-grained model transformations for three target formalisms

transformations to the different platforms are simplified to purely syntactic
transformations. Exogenous model transformations are model transformations
where the input and output model adhere to the different metamodels [61].

Figure 17 depicts a number of composed model transformations that trans-
form an SLCOmodel to the three target formalisms. The arrows inside the dashed
shape depict endogenous model transformations that transform SLCOmodels into
more refined SLCO models. The arrows across the border of the dashed shape de-
pict exogenous model transformations. Because the semantic gaps between SLCO

and the target formalisms are bridged completely by the endogenous model
transformations, these exogenous transformations are straightforward transla-
tions of SLCO constructs into equivalent constructs in the target formalisms.

Using the prototype semantics we have been able to inspect the relation be-
tween original and transformed SLCO models, for a number of model instances.
For each of the endogenous transformations, we conjectured that applying such
a transformation leads to a model with observationally equivalent behaviour.
Although experiments supported the established conjecture for a given num-
ber of input models, a more generic approach has been required to establish a
relation between an arbitrary input and the output models of an SLCO model
transformation.

For this purpose, we needed a general formal framework for the SLCO language
allowing us to reason about and to compare model behaviours. For this purpose,
we used the SOS definition of SLCO semantics. It generates a labeled transition
system (LTS) representation of the dynamics of an SLCO model. In this way,
the relation between SLCO models boils down to establishing an appropriate
(behavioural) equivalence relation between LTSs.

Here, additional benefits of fine-grained transformations (see [3]) are evident,
since they allow for rather straightforward proofs. For the constraints that were
required on the input models for some of the transformations, which we detected
earlier during our experimental work, it can now be formally shown that these are
necessary for the correctness of the transformations as well. Thus, we formally
proved that the sequences of transformations used to generate code are well
composed.

6.2 How to Get Started

One way to develop experience in model driven software engineering is to dive in
and apply it to your own problem domain. Other ways are to explore
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examples and case studies, such as SLCO, or to do your own case studies on
familiar domains. We briefly describe a few of such domains here. The Eclipse
Modelling Framework can be downloaded for free, and provides all the tools you
need to get started.

Puzzles and games make for interesting case studies, since their domains are
small and well defined, and their semantics are often not trivial but still well
contained. More specifically, the reader can try to model sliding block puzzles,
like Rush Hour [95]. For Rush Hour, the metamodel (abstract syntax) will define
the puzzle elements, in particular, the board, the various types of cars and trucks,
and how they can be positioned on the board, without overlapping. A concrete
syntax provides a language in which one can express specific instances of the
Rush Hour puzzle. The dynamic (behavioural) semantics defines the concept
of a solution, in particular, the allowed moves and the puzzle’s objective, viz.
‘liberating’ the red car. Finally, model transformations can be used to generate
code to visualize and interactively simulate Rush Hour puzzles, or to generate
input for a tool (such as a state space explorer) to solve these puzzles. A bigger
challenge is to generalise the DSL so as to cover a larger range of sliding block
puzzles.

In [60], the domain of traffic light control is used as a case study in DSL
design. The main concepts to be modelled in the abstract syntax are: time,
traffic participants, junctions consisting of multiple, possibly intersecting, traffic
flows, traffic lights, and sensors. The dynamic semantics concerns state changes
in the traffic flows (as detected by sensors) and in the traffic lights, and the
notions of safety and fairness. Of course, one can start with simplified situations
first, e.g., two intersecting traffic flows with a sensor for one flow.

An extensive modelling effort for the railway domain is presented in [13,87].
Again, one can start small, e.g., with railway infrastructure, consisting of rail-
way lines and stations, where railway lines are built from units such as linear
segments, switches, simple crossovers, and switchable crossovers. Later, one can
add light signals and secured railroad crossings. The DSL can describe specific
railway nets. By adding dynamic semantics, one can address the configuration
of routes, by appropriate switch and crossover settings. The models can be used
to generate code for animation, or to generate input for analysis tools.

Finally, elevator control is an accessible domain. The metamodel defines con-
cepts such as passengers, elevator shafts, elevator cages, floors, doors (in the
cage and on the floors), request buttons with controllable lights, and optionally
sensors. The elevator control DSL can describe specific elevator systems. The
dynamic semantics concerns the movement of passengers, doors, and cages, and
the making and handling of passenger requests. The models can be used in ways
similar to those for railway nets.

6.3 Future Developments

Model driven software engineering is a promising development with the potential
to raise software development to a higher level and to disclose formal methods
in disguise to the (embedded) software industry. The formalization of static and
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dynamic semantics of DSLs is a must, especially if proofs of correctness are
required.

The fact that Eclipse is used as the default implementation platform has led
and will lead to bottom-up standardization of formalisms for defining metamod-
els and model transformations. Xtext and EMFtext are promising tools, but
more powerful and declarative grammar formalisms in the context of EMF are
still needed. Also, metamodel refactoring with model co-evolution and (meta)-
model modularity need better support for large-scale industrial application.
Furthermore, a boost for the development of more standardized formalisms to
describe static and dynamic semantics is still needed. Some (promising) initial
work is done, but more work is needed.

There are some risks; the Eclipse framework may become too heavy and trans-
form into a technological “Tower of Babel”. Metamodels, concrete grammars,
model transformations, etc. have become mature software artifacts that have to
be versioned, maintained and analyzed. Some preliminary work in this area has
been performed and will be presented at SFM-2012, but more research needs
still to be performed.

The development of DSLs may become easier thanks to better tool support,
but the intellectual challenge will remain. The tutorial “DSL Design for Dum-
mies” is still to be written.
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